Mechanical alternans (MA) is a biomarker associated with mortality in heart failure patients. Its detection through continuous blood pressure (BP) BP and V'M PPG (R=0.92, p<0.001) and between BP and A PPG (R=0.89, p<0.001). In conclusion, MA can be accurately detected noninvasively through the PPG.
Introduction
Mechanical alternans (MA; aka blood pressure alternans and pulsus alternans) is a condition whereby blood pressure oscillates on an every other beat basis showing an alternating sequence of strong-weak-strongweak beats. It has been associated with mortality in heart failure patients [1] , linked to myocardial ischemia and potentially fatal ventricular arrhythmias [2] . Over time there has been continuing interest in understanding the mechanisms and clinical manifestations of this phenomenon [3] .
Despite its potential as a risk marker, the use of MA is seriously limited by the requirement of continuous blood pressure monitoring which is either invasive or performed through cumbersome and expensive devices. In contrast to such continuous blood pressure (BP) monitoring, photoplethysmography (PPG) based devices e.g. pulse oximeters, are non-invasive, cheaper, convenient to use and widely available in hospitals and clinics. The current expansion of wearable devices allowing continuous PPG recordings provides an opportunity for improving platforms for remote care monitoring.
We hypothesise that although non-invasive estimation of BP based on PPG has been proven challenging, the PPG could be used to track fast haemodynamic changes and instabilities. The aim of this study is to explore quantitatively how PPG could be used to detect MA by exploring PPG pulse morphological features as potential surrogates for MA.
Method

Data collection
A dataset of 10 patients undergoing catheter ablation of ventricular tachycardia (7) and open-heart surgery for coronary artery bypass grafting (3) was analyzed for MA presence. The study was approved by the local research ethics committee and all patients gave informed consent for data collection.
In the Catheterisation Lab invasive aortic blood pressure and PPG were simultaneously measured with sampling frequency equal to 240Hz, (Mac-Lab System, General Electric), whereas in the cardiac theatre invasive aortic blood pressure and PPG were simultaneously measured with sampling frequencies equal to 100 Hz, (Carescape, General Electric). Ventricular pacing (cycle length equal to 559 ± 136 ms, range 410 -870 ms) was established to increase heart rate and induce MA.
Both the PPG and BP raw signals were extracted from the patient monitor, bypassing the auto-gain and display filters. The signals were filtered with a finite impulse response (FIR) low pass filter of 30 Hz cut-off frequency. The filter order was adjusted to the signal sampling frequency. Following a peak detector algorithm, each peak selection was manually verified for consistency and corrected when needed.
Definition and Detection of Alternans
Customized MATLAB 2017b (MathWorks, Inc, Natick, MA) software was developed to detect pulse oscillations in blood pressure and PPG. To exclude ectopic induced oscillations, beats accompanied by changes in cycle length of more than 200ms were excluded from the analysis.
For each beat , the maximum of the first derivative of the continuous BP was measured as:
(1) where is the interval within the nth heartbeat, and is time.
An alternating sequence of beats was identified by an uninterrupted succession of beats, showing an alternating pattern (high-low-high-low), satisfying:
where and are the initial and final beat numbers of the alternating sequence, and = − + 1. Based on the value of , MA was detected if ≥ 20.
The beat-to-beat differences were calculated in absolute terms:
∆ ( ) = | − −1 | (3) and in relative terms:
• 100
The magnitude of MA was calculated for each episode of alternans as:
A relative magnitude of 100% in BP ( = ′ ( )) denotes the presence of total pulsus alternans, i.e. complete suppression of the weak pulse.
Patients that exhibited at least one episode of alternans were classified as MA positive ( + ). Patients not showing MA were classified as MA negatives ( − ).
PPG Feature Extraction
Features characterizing the PPG pulse morphology were extracted for every detected heartbeat. Fig. 1 illustrates these features for a single PPG pulse.
Beat-to-beat oscillations in these indices were then analyzed using equation (2), where represents the value of any of the PPG features from Fig. 1 .
For each PPG index, the magnitude of MA-surrogates was calculated using equations (3), (4) and (5), where represents the values of a pulse specific PPG index.
The presence and magnitude of alternans in PPG was calculated for each index using the same condition Q ≥20 and a threshold ℎ, for which ∆ ̅̅̅ > ℎ. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed by incrementally varying the threshold value for the mean relative magnitude (∆ rPPG ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ), from 0% to 60%. For each value, the MA detection accuracy was calculated.
Patients exhibiting MA in PPG indices were classified as true or false positive, based on the presence of MA in BP. Similarly, patients that did not exhibit MA in PPG indices were classified as true or false negative based on the absence of MA in the BP. Sensitivity and specificity were calculated as the true positive rate and true negative rate, respectively. The best magnitude threshold for each PPG index was selected by maximizing the value of Sensitivity multiplied by Specificity. 
VM
Pulse Peak -the maximum PPG pulse value.
V'M
First Derivative Peak -the maximum value of the first derivative of the PPG pulse.
V''M
Second Derivative Peak -the maximum value of the second derivative of the PPG pulse. A Amplitude -difference between the VM and foot foot the value of the PPG at the second derivative peak a Area -The sum of the values for which the PPG pulse was greater or equal to the value of maximum slope. ̅ Mean -The mean value of PPG over the pulse interval.
IPI
Pulse Interval -time interval between V''M in two consecutive pulses.
Results
Out of 10 patients, 5 exhibited MA. Table 1 summarizes the performance of PPG-based surrogates for detection of MA in patients. Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy relative to the thresholds identified by ROC analysis are shown along with alternans magnitude correlation and the number of detected MA episodes.
In BP, there were 39 detected episodes of MA, of absolute magnitude 224 mmHg/s (± 153 mmHg/s).
All PPG indices evaluated MA only in relative terms, except for the pulse interval (IPI) which detected 43 episodes of MA of absolute magnitude 72ms (± 22ms).
The pulse derivative max (V'M) and pulse amplitude (A) detected MA with 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity.
The correlation between the magnitude of MA in BP and the magnitude of PPG-based MA was high for most features. The highest correlation was for the second derivative max, but detection of + patients had low sensitivity; only 4 out of 5 patients were detected. Index 
Discussion and Conclusion
Our results demonstrate that pacing induced MA could be accurately detected non-invasively in patients utilizing PPG. Furthermore, the magnitude of MA can be accurately quantified from the PPG waveform under motion free conditions. The presence of MA has been sufficient to identify patients with cardiac risk in heart failure populations [1] , [4] . Mechanical alternans may represent a novel marker for cardiac risk, and its detection through PPG could be a valuable tool in monitoring cardiac patients in a world with an aging population. The ability to detect this marker with existing, widely available medical equipment [5] , [6] , opens avenues for further clinical investigations into its prognostic utility as a population based risk-stratifier. This optimization could enable more widespread use of PPG data both in the hospital setting and for home monitoring to enable treatment and risk stratification in community care.
Our hypothesis was that PPG could be used to track oscillations in the blood pressure, and therefore, MA could be detected via PPG regardless of the underlying mechanisms, due to the intrinsic mechanical link between arterial pressure and flow [7] . Previous studies have shown that MA can be observed in both ventricular blood pressure [2] and in the peripheral arterial blood pressure [8] , with significant increase in magnitude compared to left ventricle alternans. Due to peripheral blood pressure augmentation and the PPG's ability to detect changes in peripheral blood flow [6] , it was assumed that alternans could be optically detected at peripheral sites such as the finger.
During MA, small variations appeared in the PPG pulse interval, although the cycle length was constant. Similar temporal variations have been reported in the pulse arrival time [9] during steady state pacing. In sinus rhythm, when the pulse interval can change considerably, the pulse arrival time is potentially another non-invasive marker of MA.
The presence of alternans was investigated independently in each PPG pulse feature, in order to find a direct surrogate for MA that is easy to measure and implement. Our results support the hypothesis that beat to beat oscillations in BP manifest in the PPG waveform, but studies with larger populations are needed to further investigate clinical implications. With the expansion of wearable devices and m-health, one could speculate that MA could be integrated into an adaptive multi-variate riskprediction model based on data recorded through a PPG sensor continuously.
This work demonstrates that pacing-induced MA can be detected from the PPG signal without resource intensive algorithms. This finding has implications for screening of MA and quantifying heart failure progression.
